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BY

CHARLES C. TORRANCE

The object of this paper is to extend to topological spaces some of the

concepts and theorems of direct infinitesimal geometry. To attain this ob-

ject we define certain point sets in a topological space which will play the

role of lines, planes, and hyperplanes in Euclidean space. By means of these

sets we define the terms tangent line, tangent plane, etc. We arrive at our

principal results in Theorems 4 and 4a.

Let 5 be a point space with a system of neighborhoods satisfying

Axiom 1. There exists a sequence {Gn}, « = 1, 2, • • • , of collections of neigh-

borhoods in S such that (1) for each n, Gn covers S; (2) for each », Gn+i is a sub-

collection of Gn; (3) if R is any neighborhood in S, and if X and Y are points

of R, distinct or not, there exists an integer m such that, if g is any neighborhood

of the collection Gm containing X, then g is a subset of (2? — Y)+X; and (4) if

77 and K are mutually exclusive closed point sets in S and if 77 is compact,

there exists an integer m such that no neighborhood of the collection Gm contains

both a point of 77 and a point of K.

This axiom consists of the first four parts of R. L. Moore's Axiom l'f

and is sufficient:): to establish the theorems to be quoted below. In particular,

point sequences and their sequential limits have the various properties! re-

quired in

Definition 1. If {A„} is a sequence of point sets in the space S, then the

sequential limiting set of {A„} is the set of all points P such that there exists a

sequence {Pn} of points with sequential limit P, where Pn is in Anfor each n;

the limiting set of {An} is the set of all points P such that there exist a subse-

quence {»,} of the sequence {»} and a sequence {Pni} of points with sequential

limit P, where Pni is in A „, for each »,-.

* Presented to.the Society, in part, September 12, 1935, under a slightly different title; received

by the editors June 9, 1936. The main portion of this paper was presented to the International Con-

gress of Mathematicians at Oslo, July 17, 1936.

f Moore, Foundations of Point Set Theory, Colloquium Publications of the American Mathe-

matical Society, vol. 13, New York, 1932, p. 324. Hereafter, we shall designate this reference by the

letter M.

ÎM,p.82.
§ M, Chapter I, Theorems 2, 3, and 11.
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Remark 1. If, in the preceding definition, all the sets ^4B have a common

subset M, then the limiting set A and the sequential limiting set A' of {A„}

each contain M ; if A „ = M f or each ra, then A=A' = M.

Definition 2. If G and H are two collections of point sets in the space 5,

ZAera G is called H-continuous provided that (1) if g is any element of G and

[g„} is any sequence of elements of G such that, y being the sequential limiting

set of [gn], the part of y contained in g is not contained in any element of H,

then, {B„} being an arbitrary sequence of points with Bn in gn for each n, each

subsequence of [Bn] contains a subsequence having a sequential limit in g; and

(2) in the preceding notation, each point C of g is the sequential limit of some se-

quence [Cn] of points, where C„ is in gnfor each ra.

Remark 2. It is apparent that the preceding definition is not essentially

altered if merely the sequence {Bn \ itself is required to contain a subsequence

having a sequential limit in g. Nor is the preceding definition essentially al-

tered if each point of g is required to be merely the sequential limit of a se-

quence {Cni ), where {ra,-} is some subsequence of the sequence {ra}.

Lemma I. If G is an H-continuous collection in 5, and if M is a point set

in S which is contained in no element of H, then there exists at most one element

g of G which contains M.

Suppose there exist two distinct elements g and g' of G which contain M.

Let P be a point of one of these elements, say g', which is not in the other.

Let [g„] be the sequence g', g', g', ■ ■ ■ . By Remark 1, M is a subset of the

part of the sequential limiting set of [gn\ contained in g. Hence g and {g„}

are in the relation described in Definition 2. If [Bn\ is taken to be the se-

quence P,P, ■ • ■ , then P, contrary to hypothesis, is in g.

Remark 3. If G is an 77-continuous collection in 5, and if g and A are any

two distinct elements of G, then it follows from Lemma 1 that some element

of 77 contains the common part of g and A.

Lemma 2. If G is an H-continuous collection in S, and if no element of G is

contained in any element of H, then the elements of G are closed and compact.

Let g he an element of G and let P be a limit point of g. There exists a

sequence [P„] of points of g such that lim P„=P. Let [gn\ be the sequence

g, g, ■ ■ ■ . Then g and [gn] are in the relation described in Definition 2 since

g is contained in no element of H. If {Bn} is taken to be [P„}, it follows that

P is in g. The proof of compactness is similar.

Notation. If H is a collection of point sets, then 77* denotes the point

set sum of all the elements of 77.
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Definition 3. If G is a collection of point sets such that G* = S, then a sub-

collection R of G is called an element neighborhood provided that (1) R* is open,

and (2) if g is an element of G such that g* c 2c*, then g is an element of R.

If G is a collection of point sets such that G*=S, then G itself is an ele-

ment space which may be topologized in the usual manner by means of the

element neighborhoods just now defined. Thus it has meaning to speak of a

limit element, of a closed set of elements, of an element continuum, etc.

Notation. If G is a collection of point sets, and if U, V, - • ■ comprise a

collection 27 of point sets, then ruv ■ ■ ■ denotes the collection of all those ele-

ments g oí G such that g contains at least one point of each element of 27,

and Ruv... denotest the collection of all those elements g oí G such that

g*crur....

If in Definition 2, 27 is the collection of all those point sets which consist of

a single point, then G is called point continuous. Moreover, g and {gn} are

in the relation described in Definition 2 when, and only when, there exist two

sequences {A„} and {A¿ } of points with distinct sequential limits in g,

where An and A¿ are in gn for each ».

Definition 4. The elements of a collection G(1) of continua in the space S

are called lines if (1) G(1) is point continuous; (2) if P and Q are distinct points

in S, there exists at least one element of G(1) containing P and Q; and (3) if U

and V are mutually exclusive neighborhoods in S containing the points P and Q

respectively, there exist neighborhoods U' and V of P and Q within U and V

such that ru'v =Ru'v, where ru>v and RV'v are defined relative to G(1).

In what follows, all the point sets considered lie in the space S; moreover,

it will be supposed that G(1) is a given collection of lines in S and that the

word "line" always connotes "line of G(1)." By Lemma 1, there exists a unique

line containing any two distinct points P and Q ; this line will sometimes be

denoted by PQ.

Remark 4. If P is a point, there exists a neighborhood of P which contains

no line. To show this, let Q be a point distinct from P. There existsj a pair

of mutually exclusive neighborhoods U and V of P and Q. If each neighbor-

hood U' of P within U contains a line, then Condition (3) of Definition 4

cannot be met since V■ V =0 and U' cRu>v, where V is any neighborhood

of Q within V. It follows from this remark that every line contains more than

one point.

t We use the notation Ruv ■ ■ • because of Lemmas 3 and 3a; in what follows, the collection C,

relative to which Rev... is defined, is always explicitly understood,

t M, Chapter I, Theorem 23.
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Example 1. In the Euclidean space 7£4 of

family of planes

t ax — by +  z =

\   bx + ay + w =

together with the planes

( x = a

l y = ß-

The elements of X are lines in the sense of Definition 4 when only a bounded

convex portion of EA is considered, since two points determine an element of X.

Lemma 3. If U and V are mutually exclusive open point sets, then the set

of lines Ruv is a line neighborhood.

The proof of this lemma is effected in two stages. Let A be a point not in

V and let C be the "cone" of lines containing A and a point of V. Suppose

that C*—A is not open. Then there exists a point P of C*—A which is the

sequential limit of a sequence [Pn\ of points in the complement of C* — A.

Let Q he a point of the line .47* in V. By Condition (2) of Definition 2, Q

is the sequential limit of a sequence {CB} of points, where C„ is in the line

AP„ for each ra. By Lemma 1, the lines APn have no point in common with

C*—A. Hence no point CB is in V. It follows that C*—A is open.

Now let P be a point of R*v- There exists a line Z containing P, a point of

U, and a point of V. Let A be a point of I distinct from P and in either U

or V, say U. Let C be the cone of lines containing A and a point of V. Then

P is in the open point set C*—A. But C*—A c Ruv. Hence Ruv is open. That

Ruv is a line neighborhood now follows from the definition of the symbol

Ruy.

Three point sets are called non-collinear when there exists no line con-

taining a point of each of these sets. Three non-collinear point sets are evi-

dently mutually exclusive.

If in Definition 2, 77 is the collection G(1), then G is called line continuous.

Moreover, g and [gn\ are in the relation described in Definition 2 when, and

only when, there exist three sequences {vl«}, [An }, and [An1 } of points

with non-collinear sequential limits in g, where A„, Añ, and Añ' are in gn

for each ra.

Definition 4a. The elements of a collection Gt2) of point continua in S are

called planes if (1) G(2) is line continuous; (2) if P, Q, and R are non-collinear

points, there exists at least one element of G(2) containing P, Q, and R; (3) if

U, V, and W are non-collinear point neighborhoods containing the points P, Q,

four dimensions, let X be the

m

n
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and R, respectively, there exist neighborhoods U', V, and W of P, Q, and R

within U, V, and W such that ru'vw = Ru'vw, where ru'vw and Ru>vw are

defined relative to G(2> ; and (4) if P and Q are distinct points, and if g is an ele-

ment of G(2) containing P and Q, then g* oPQ*.

In what follows, it will be supposed that G(2) is a given collection of planes

in 5 and that the word "plane" always connotes "plane of G(2)." By Lemma 1,

there exists a unique plane containing any three non-collinear points P, Q,

and R; this plane will sometimes be denoted by PQR.

Remark 4a. If I is a line, there exists a line neighborhood Roil such that

R* contains no plane. To show this, let Pi and P2 be distinct points of / and

let Q be a point not in I. There exists a pair of mutually exclusive open point

sets D and D' containing / and Q. It will be shown in Lemma 4 below that

there exist mutually exclusive point neighborhoods U and V of Pi and P2

such that R*v cD. If W is a neighborhood of Q within D', then U, V, and W

are non-collinear. Suppose that, for each neighborhood U' of Pi within U and

each neighborhood V of P2 within V, Rv>v contains a plane. Then Condi-

tion (3) of Definition 4a cannot be met since R*>v W = 0 and, by Condition

(4) of Definition 4a, Rv>v cR*'vw, where W is any neighborhood of Q

within W. It follows from this remark that every plane contains more than

one line.

Example la. In the Euclidean space £4, let the word line have its ordi-

nary significance, but let "line" denote a plane of Example 1. Since every line

is contained in some "line," the set of all planes in a bounded convex portion

of En is both line continuous and "line" continuous. But this set of planes

fails to meet Condition (4) of Definition 4a with respect to "lines."

Example 2. Let A, B, and C be non-collinear points in the space S. Let

the flat tabc be defined as the point set sum of all lines / which contain a

"vertex" and a point of the "opposite side" of the "triangle" ^423C. If it is

postulated that a line is contained in a flat if the line contains two distinct

points of the flat, then a flat is a point continuum and the set of all flats is line

continuous. To show this, let itabc be a flat and let A', B', and C be non-

collinear points of it abc- Then wa'b'c = ttabc (If P is a point of tta'b'c-, and

if A ', B', and C are in -wabc, then P is in tvabc Hence ita'B'c c ttabc Thus, if

C is in BC, then C is in BC and ■ïï-Abc = 'Tabc'. The same result follows when

C is in^lC. If C is in wAbc but not in^4C or BC, then either C'^4 meets BC

in a point D, or C'B raeetsAC,or C'C meets AB. In the first case, ttabc = ttabd

= tabc>, the other cases being similar. It iollows that ■n-ABc=Trabc =ttab'c

= ita'b'C'-) Let {irn} be a sequence of flats containing three sequences {^4n(,

{An }, and {An' } of points with non-collinear sequential limits A, A', and
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A " in a flat w, where A„,Añ, and A„" are in ir„ for each ra. It may be assumed

that, for each ra, A„, Añ, and ^4B" are non-collinear. Hence 7rB=ir^,x.'xn'.

Let {#„} be a sequence of points with Bn in ir„ for each ra. For infinitely

many ra, either A„B„ or AñBn or Añ'Bn has a point 7)B in common with the

respective line AñAñ' or AnA" or .¿ÜZ7; say it is ^4nB„. Since lines are

point continuous, some subsequence of [D„} has a sequential limit 7? in

A'A". Hence some subsequence of [B„\ has a sequential limit B in AD and

therefore in itaa'a". By Remark 2, Condition (1) of Definition 2 is met. The

proof of Condition (2) is similar. Thus the set of all flats is line continuous;

by Lemma 2, every flat is closed. Since every flat is connected, it is a con-

tinuum. It follows that if Condition (3) of Definition 4a is postulated for

flats, then flats are planes.

Lemma 3a. If U, V, and W are non-collinear open point sets, then the set

of planes Ruvw is a plane neighborhood.

The proof of this lemma is effected in three stages. Let A and B be points

which are non-collinear with the open set W. An argument similar to that

used in the proof of Lemma 3 shows that the "sheaf" a of all planes containing

AB and a point of W is such that o-* — IB* is open. Now let A be a point and

let V and W be open sets such that A, V, and W are non-collinear. An argu-

ment similar to the second argument used in the proof of Lemma 3 shows

that the "bundle" ß of all planes containing A, a point of V, and a point of W

is such that ß*—A is open. A repetition of this argument, using this last re-

sult, leads to the lemma.

Lemma 4. 7/Z is a line, if Dis an open point set containing I*, and ifP and Q

are distinct points of I, then there exists a pair of mutually exclusive point neigh-

borhoods UofP and V of Q such that R*v c D.

Suppose there does not exist such a pair of neighborhoods. Let { U„} and

{V„} he sequences of point neighborhoods which close down onf P and Q.

It may be assumed that, for each ra, Un and V„ are mutually exclusive. For

each ra, there exists a point Z„ of r*„v„ not in D. Hence there exists, for each ra,

a line of ru„v„ containing Zn, a point Xn of U„, and a point F„ of V„. Since

lim X„ =P and lim Y„ = Q, it follows by Definition 2 that some subsequence of

[Z„\ has a sequential limit Z in I. But D is open and contains Z. Hence the

original supposition is inadmissible.

Lemma 4a. If p is a plane, if D is an open point set containing p*, and if

P, Q, and R are non-collinear points of p, then there exist non-collinear point

neighborhoods U, V, and W ofP, Q, and R respectively such that Ruvw c D.

t That is, IlU„ = P, f/„D Un+i, and if T is any point neighborhood of P, TO =„ for some n.
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It was pointed out in Remark 4a that there exist non-collinear neighbor-

hoods U, V, and W of P, Q, and R. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof

of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. If I and k are distinct lines, there exists an open point set contain-

ing ¡r but not Z*. If p and pi are distinct planes, there exists an open set contain-

ing p* but not px*.

The lemma follows immediately from Remarks 4 and 4a, the fact that

two lines have at most one common point and two planes have at most one

common line, and the fact that lines and planes are closed.

Definition 5. If H is a collection of lines and ifP and Q are distinct points,

then P and Q are called H-related if, for arbitrary point neighborhoods U of P

and V of Q, there exists a line l^PQ of H which contains a point of U and a

point of V. If H is a collection of planes and if P, Q, and R are non-collinear

points, then P, Q, and R are called H-related if, for arbitrary point neighborhoods

U, V, and W of P, Q, and R, there exists a plane py^PQR of H which contains

points of U, V, and W.

Lemma 6. 7« order that a line I be a limit line of a collection H of lines it is

necessary and sufficient that I contain at least one pair of H-related points.

Necessity. Suppose no two distinct points of Z are 77-related. Let P and

Q be any two distinct points of I. By hypothesis, there exist point neighbor-

hoods U of P and V of Q such that no line of 77, except possibly PQ, contains

a point of U and a point of V. It may evidently be assumed that U and V are

mutually exclusive. By Condition (3) of Definition 4, and Lemma 3, there

exists a line neighborhood ru>v of I which contains no line of H except pos-

sibly PQ. The original supposition is thus inadmissible.

Sufficiency. Suppose that P and Q are 77-related points of Z. Let R he an

arbitrary line neighborhood of Z. By Lemma 4, there exists a pair of mutually

exclusive point neighborhoods U of P and V of Q such that Ruv^R- Since

P and Q are 77-related, Ruv, and hence also R, contain a line of H other than

PQ.

Lemma 6a. 7« order that a plane p be a limit plane of a collection 77 of planes

it is necessary and sufficient that p contain at least one set of three non-collinear

H-relaled points.

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.

Lemma 7. If Ris a line neighborhood, then R* c R*.

Suppose there exists a point A of R* which is not contained in R*. Let I

he a line of R containing A. Then I is a limit line of R. By Lemma 6,1 contains
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at least one pair of 2c-related points P and Q. Let {Un} and {V„} be se-

quences of point neighborhoods which close down on P and Q respectively.

For each », there exists a line /„ of R containing a point P„ of Un and a point

Q„ of Vn. Since lim Pn=P and lim Qn = Q, it follows that / and the sequence

{7„} are in the relation described in Definition 2 ; but it is apparent that Con-

dition (2) of Definition 2 cannot be met with regard to A.

Lemma 7a. If Ris a plane neighborhood, then R* c 2c*.

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.

Theorem 1. There exists a sequence {G„' } of collections of line neighbor-

hoods satisfying Conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Axiom 1 when S is interpreted

to be G(1) and "point" is interpreted to be "line."

For each integer « and each line I let 77n¡ be the sum of all the neighbor-

hoods of G„ which contain at least one point of /, and let G„¡ be the collection

of all line neighborhoods R such that R* cD„¡. For each integer » let G„' be

the sum of all the collections G„». It is evident that the sequence {Gn' } satis-

fies Conditions (1) and (2) of Axiom 1. To show that it satisfies Condition (3),

let R be an arbitrary line neighborhood, and let x and y be lines of 7?, distinct

or not. It is sufficient to consider the case x^y. By Lemma 5, there exists an

open point set D containing x* but not y*. D may obviously be assumed to

lie within R*. By Lemma 4, there exists a line neighborhood R' containing x

such that R'*c D.

Suppose there exists no integer m such that, if g is a line neighborhood of

Gm containing x, then g is necessarily a subset of R'. In this event there exists

a sequence {gn} oí line neighborhoods, where, for each », gn belongs to G„',

contains x, and g„ is not contained in R'. Let c„ be a line such that gn* c D„Cti.

Since x is in g„, x* c 77nCn. Let P and Q be distinct points of x. Because D„Cn

is a proper covering of c„, there exist neighborhoods Un and Vn of G„ contain-

ing P and Q respectively and also containing points P„ and Qn respectively

of c„. It follows by (3) of Axiom 1 that lim Pn=P and lim Qn = Q- Hence, by

an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 4, if E is an open

set containing x*, there exists an integer m such that cn* cE for all n^m.

Since x is compact (Lemma 2), there existsf an open set E containing x

such that Ë c 7c'*. Let m0 be such an integer that, for all » ^ m0, cn* c E. The

point set x*+c* „+<:*„+!+ » • • is closed, compact, and contained in E.

By Condition (4) of Axiom 1, there exists an integer m^m0 such that

Dmx+Dmcm,+DmCm,+l+ ■ ■ ■ is contained in E. By Lemma 7, (gro)* c E. Thus

the original supposition is inadmissible and the proof is complete.

t M, Chapter I, Theorem 23.
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Theorem la. There exists a sequence {GB" } of collections of plane neighbor-

hoods satisfying Conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Axiom 1 when S is interpreted

to be G(2) and "point" is interpreted to be "plane."

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorems 1 and la enablef us to quote theorems from Chapter I of M

with regard to collections of lines in the line space G(1) and with regard to

collections of planes in the plane space G<2).

Definition 6. 7,eZ K be a point set and let P be a limit point of K. A line I

is called a tangent line of K at P if, for an arbitrary point neighborhood V of P

and an arbitrary line neighborhood R of I, there exists a line of R containing at

least two distinct points of KV. The set of all tangent lines of K atP is called the

paratingent of K at P.

Definition 6a. Let K be a point set and let P be a limit point of K. A plane

p is called a tangent plane of K at P if, for an arbitrary point neighborhood

V of P and an arbitrary plane neighborhood R of p, there exists a plane of R

containing at least three non-collinear points of KV. The set of all tangent planes

of K atP is called the biparatingent of K at P.

Remark 5. For a line I to be a tangent line of a point set K at a limit point

P of K it is necessary that I contain P. It is evident that K has no tangent

line at a point which is not a limit point of K. Similar comments apply to

tangent planes.

Theorem 2. The paratingent A of a point set K at a limit point P of K is

closed.

If I is a limit line of A, and if R is a line neighborhood of Z, then R contains

a line Zi of A. Since Zi is in A, there exists, for an arbitrary point neighborhood

F of P, a line V of R which contains two distinct points of KV. Thus Z is in A.

Theorem 2a. The biparatingent II of a point set K at a limit point P of K

is closed.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 6. Definition 6 is not essentially altered if the clause "there exists

a line of R containing at least two distinct points of KV" is replaced by the

clause "there exists a line of R which contains at least two distinct points of

KV or is a limit line of lines containing at least two distinct points of KV."

This remark may be substantiated by an argument similar to that used in the

proof of Theorem 2. A similar remark applies to Definition 6a.

tM,p.82.
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Lemma 8. If H is a collection of lines containing a common point P, then a

necessary condition that H be the sum of two mutually separated^ collections M

and N is that P be a cut point of the connected point set H* = M*+N*.

Suppose that H*—P is connected. Then at least one of the sets M*—P

and N* —P, say the former, contains a limit point Q of the other. It is evident

that P and Q are iV-related. By Lemma 6, PQ is a limit line of N. But PQ is

a line of M. This contradicts the hypothesis that M and N are mutually

separated. Hence H* —P is not connected and P is a cut point of the point

set 77*.

Lemma 8a. If H is a collection of planes containing a common line I, then a

necessary condition that H be the sum of two mutually separated collections M

andNis that I be a cut line of the connected line set77** = M**+N**, where77**

denotes the collection of all lines contained in any plane of H.

It follows from Lemma 9 below and the fact that a line is a continuum

that if A is a point and if / is a line not containing A, the set of all lines con-

taining A and a point of / is connected. Hence it follows that a plane is a

connected set of fines. (Let p be a plane and let I and /' be distinct lines of p.

Let A and B be points of I and let A ' and B' be points of I', where all four of

these points are distinct. The set of all lines containing A and a point of A 'B

is connected; this set contains I and ^4.4'. The set of all lines containing A'

and a point of AB' is connected; this set contains I' and A A '. Hence the sum

of these two sets is connected and contains I and I'.) It therefore follows that

77** is connected.

Now suppose that H**—l is connected. Then at least one of the sets

M**—l and N**—l, say the former, contains a limit line I' of the other. The

fine /' is coplanar with / and determines a plane 11'. If P is a point of V not in Z,

then, by Definition 2, P is a limit point of the point set N*—l. If Q and R are

distinct points of I not in I', then P, Q, and R are ^-related. The remainder

of the proof follows the line of argument in the preceding proof.

Axiom 2. The space S is compact.

Theorem 3. The line space G(1) is compact.

Let {in} be a sequence of distinct Unes and let [Pn\ be a sequence of

points with Pn in Z„ for each ra. By Axiom 2, some subsequence {PBi} of ¡P„j

has a sequential limit P. By Remark 4, there exists a neighborhood V of P

which contains no line. Let [Qm] be a sequence of points where, for each i,

Qm is in ZBi and not in V. By Axiom 2, some subsequence of {Qni} has a

t Two sets are said to be mutually separated if they are mutually exclusive and if neither con-

tains a limit element of the other.
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sequential limit Q, and Q^P. By Lemma 6, some subsequence of {/„} has a

sequential limit. An obvious extension of this argument proves

Theorem 3a. The plane space G(2> is compact.

Notation. If K is a point set and if A is a point, then K;A denotes the

closure of the set of all lines containing A and a point of K — KA. If B and B'

are points of K distinct from A, and if there exists a connected subset of K;A

containing BA and AB', then K;B,A,B' denotes the component of K;A

containing BA and AB'. If k is a set of lines with a common point A and if a

is a line containing A, then k ;a denotes the closure of the set of all planes con-

taining a and a line of k — ka. If b and b' are lines of k distinct from a, and if

there exists a connected subset of k;a containing ba and ab' (where ba is the

plane containing b and a), then k;b,a,b' denotes the component of k;a con-

taining ba and ab'.

Lemma 9. If K is a connected point set, if A is a point, and if 73 and B' are

points of K distinct from A, then either K;B,A,B' exists or else K;A,B,B' and

K;B,B',A exist.

It may be assumed that A, B, and B' are non-collinear, as otherwise the

lemma is trivial. Suppose there exists no connected subset of K;A containing

BÄ and AB'. Since K;A is closed and compact, K;A consists! of the sum 0I

two mutually separated line sets M and N containing 23.4 and AB' respec-

tively. By Lemma 8 it follows that M*—A and N*—A, and hence

M*iK—KA) and N*iK—KA), are mutually separated. Hence A is a point

of K and A separates B and B' in K. By a well known theorem,t B does not

separate A and B' in K, and B' does not separate A and B in K. Therefore

K;A,B,B' and K;B,B',A exist.

Lemma 9a. If K is a connected set of lines with a common point A, if a is a

line containing A, and if b and b' are lines of k distinct from a, then either

k;b,a,b' exists or elsek;a,b,V and k;b,b',a exist.

The proof is exactly parallel to the proof of Lemma 9.

Notation. If K is a connected point set, if A is a point, and if 73 and 73' are

points of K distinct from A, then K ; B — A — B ' denotes K ; B,A ,B ' if this set

exists and K;A,B,B'+K;B,B',A otherwise. Since K;A,B,B' and K;B,B',A

have a common line, it follows by Lemma 9 that K;B—A—B' always exists,

contains 23^4 and ^423', is connected, and each line of K;B — A —B' contains

at least two distinct points of the point set K+A or is a limit line of such lines.

t M, Chapter I, Theorem 35.

î M, Chapter I, Theorem 49.
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Lemma 10. If [M„\ is a sequence of connected sets of lines iplanes), and if

there exists a convergent sequence [m„\ of lines iplanes) with mn in M„for each

ra, ZAera ZAe limiting set of {M„} is a line iplane) continuum.

This lemma occurs in M, Chapter I, as Theorem 42.

Theorem 4. If K is either a locally connected point set or a point continuum,

and if P is a limit point of K, then the paratingent A of K at P is a continuum

of lines*

The proof of this theorem is carried out first for the case where if is a

continuum. Let {Vn} be a sequence of point neighborhoods which closes

down on P. Let p and a be distinct lines of A (assuming A to contain more than

one line). Let [Rn\ and [S„\ be sequences of Une neighborhoods closing down

on p and a respectively. By Definition 6, there exists a pair of distinct points

.4B and Bn in KVn such that the line AnBn is in Rn; likewise there exists a

pair of distinct points CB and Dn in KV„ such that the line C„D„ is in 5„. Of

the two points CB and Dn, let CB be taken as one which is distinct from Bn.

Let it be supposed that Vi was so chosen that K contains a point outside Vi.

For ra>l, let ß„ (yn) be that component of KV2 containing Bn (C„). Since K

is a continuum, there existsf a point Bñ (Cñ ) of ßn (yn) on the boundary of V2.

Since the boundary of V2 is compact, there exists a subsequence {«¡} of the

sequence {«} such that the sequence [B„i } has a sequential limit 73'; like-

wise, there exists a subsequence {ntj} of {ra,-} such that the sequence {C«}

has a sequential limit C, where a runs (both now and in what follows)

through the sequence {ra,-3.}. By Lemma 9, there exist, for each a, con-

nected line sets ßa;Ba—Aa—BJ, ßa;Ba — Ca—Bn, ya;Ca—Ba — Cf, and

ya,Ca—Da — Cñ, where each line of each of these four sets contains two dis-

tinct points of KVx or is a limit line of such lines. Since ßa;Ba — Ca—BJ and

ya;Ca—Ba—CJ have the line BaCa in common, ßa;Ba — Ca—Bn +

ya,Ca—Ba—CJ is connected. But lim BaAa =p and lim AaBJ =PB'. Hence p

and PB' are lines of the limiting set 21 of the sequence [ßa;Ba— Aa— Bñ }.

Similarly, PB' and PC' are lines of the limiting set 22 of [ßa;Ba — Ca—Bn +

ya',Ca—Ba — Ca'}, and PC and a are lines of the limiting set 23 of

[ya;Ca— Da — CJ }. By Lemma 10, 21, 22, and 23 are line continua; because

pairs of these sets have common lines, their sum Xi = 2* + 22+ 23 is a line con-

tinuum containing p and a. Every line of Xi contains at least two distinct

points of KVx or is a limit of such lines. Let XB be the line continuum obtained

from KV„ by the same process that led to Xi from KVx. By Lemma 10, the

* The central idea underlying the proof of this theorem was suggested by a proof of Mirguet,

Annales de l'École Normale Supérieure, vol. 51 (1934), p. 201.

t M, Chapter I, Theorem 40.
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limiting set X of the sequence {X„} is a line continuum; it is evident that X

contains p and a. But by Remark 6, each line of X is a tangent line of K at P.

Hence A is connected. By Theorem 2, A is closed. Therefore A is a continuum

of lines.

The proof of the theorem in the case where K is locally connected is simi-

lar to the above proof. Within each neighborhood Vn of the above sequence

{Vn} there exists a neighborhood Vñ of P such that KVn is connected.

The points A„, 73„, C„, and 77„ may be taken in KV„'. By Lemma 9, the sets

KVn ;An—Bn — Cn and KVn' ;Bn—Cn—Dn exist. Since these sets have the

common line 73„Cn, their sum is connected. The limit process based on Lemma

10 may be applied as before to these sets.

Notation. If K is a point set, if A and 73 are distinct points, and if C and

C are points of K not in ÂB, then (7f ;A)iÄC~ÄB,AC, if it exists, will be

denoted by

TT. C,^,CA,        B .

If K is connected then, by Lemma-9, either

(1) K;C,A,C exists, or

(2) K;A,C,C + K;C,C',A exists.

In Case (1) it follows by Lemma 9a that either

(la)        K; C'AJ:' exists, or

(lb)       K;B>A>C + K;C>A>B   exists.

In Case (2) either

(2a)       K ; A > £»C' + K ;C' Cl'A exists, or
is r>

(2b)       K; B'C>C + K;A>C;B + K; C,C',A exists> QT

(2c)        K; A'(yC + K; B>C¿A + K;C'C¿B exists, or

(2d)        K; B'C>C + K;A>C;B  + K; B'<£'A  + K; C'^''B exists.

Of the six sets (la) to (2d), let
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K;C-AB-C

denote the first one existing. If C and C are collinear with A or B, then

K;C-AB-C

denotes the single plane ABC = ABC Thus, for any connected point set K

and for points A, B, C, and C as described above,

K;C-AB-C

always exists, contains CAB and .423C', is connected, and each plane of

K;C-B-C

contains at least three non-collinear points of K+A+B or is a limit plane

of such planes.

The extension of Theorem 4 to tangent planes in the case where K is a

point continuum seems to present difficulty in that the non-collinear point

triples needed for the proof may not exist. However, the following lemma

makes it possible to prove the extension in two special cases of interest.

Lemma 11. If P is a point, if {«„} and {/?„} are two sequences of point sets,

if the sequential limiting set of {an} contains a point A distinct from P, if the

limiting set of every subsequence of {/3„} contains a point distinct from P, and

if it is impossible to find a subsequence {«,•} of {n} and sequences {Ani} and

{Bni} such that lim A nßm exists and does not contain P, where, for each nt, A „,.

is a point of ani, Bni is a point of ßni, and An^Bm, then the limiting sets of

{an} and {ßn} are contained in the line PA.

The proof of this lemma is readily effected by first showing that an arbi-

trary point of the limiting set of {p\>} is contained in PA and then using this

result to show that an arbitrary point of the limiting set of {an} is contained

in Pi.

Let K be a point continuum and let P be a point of K. Let { Vn} be a se-

quence of point neighborhoods closing down on P. Let p and a be distinct

planes of the biparatingent II of K at P. Let {2?„} and {S„} be sequences of

plane neighborhoods closing down on p and a respectively. By Definition 6a,

there exist three non-collinear points An, Bn, and C„ in KVn such that the

plane ^4„73„C„ is in R„; likewise there exist three non-collinear points Xn, Y„,

and Z„ in KVn such that the plane XnYnZn is in 5„. Let an, ßn, y„, £„, r/n, f„

be those components of KV2 containing A„, Bn, C„, Xn, Y„, and Z„.
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If no non-degenerate subcontinuum of that part of K within some neigh-

borhood V of P is contained in a line, and if Fi is taken within V, then by

Lemma 11 it is possible to find a subsequence {ra<} of {ra} and points B„[,

Cn[, Xn'j, and Y„[ of ßni, 7„,, £»„ and r)ni such that lim B„[ C„', lim .C»/Xn[,

and lim X„¡ Y„¡ do not contain P. Hence there exists a set of connected sets

of planes of the following sort for sufficiently large «,:

~   • r     -      ' _ r'   _i_ a   ■ r     _ Ani _ r'
Tnj,  Wi , <-.„,-   T Prti,   ¿>n¡ , -Dn<,

¿>„i CB<

V D

ß„i',   Jj„i , B„i +  £n<;   Jtnj ,     ' ~   X-m,

(1)
F C

-v   • C'   -       *'- C    4-n   -F    -      * - F'

Y' V
■n  ■ v' -    ni - v   4- t • y' _   "' _ y
ynit    * „i 1 „i    1     Çn,i    ^*-n^ ^*-n;.

^n¿ ¿ni

If the preceding hypothesis concerning the subcontinua of K is not valid,

it is still possible to obtain a set of planes of the form (1) by imposing condi-

tions on the lines and planes of the space 5 like the following: (a) if P is a

point of the space 5, there exists a point neighborhood V of P such that, if ir

is a plane containing a point of V, then V — Vw is the sum of two mutually

separated point sets; and (b) a line is a simple continuous arc. Having ob-

tained the set (1), one may prove the extension of Theorem 4 by following the

line of argument in the proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 4a. If K is a locally connected point set and if P is a limit point

of K, then the biparatingent II of K atP is a continuum of planes.

The proof of this theorem is effected by taking neighborhoods FB of P

within V„ such that KVñ is connected and by modifying the above argument

in exactly the same way as in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.

It is readily possible to define hyperplanes of every finite "dimension"

with the aid of Definition 2 and the inductive process indicated in Definition

4a. Most of the results of this paper may be extended by means of these

hyperplanes.
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